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Figure 1: Handheld AR systems with a mid-air pointing device let users interact in Augmented Reality requiring only a smart-
phone and a custom printed pen (left). We implemented and evaluated menu techniques that use different methods for the
interaction with the system, for example, using the mid-air pen (middle) or the hand holding the smartphone (right).

ABSTRACT
Adding a mid-air pen to Handheld Augmented Reality creates a
new kind of bimanual interaction for which many fundamental
interaction design questions have not been answered yet. In partic-
ular, menus are an essential component in most visual interfaces,
but it is unclear how to best interact with them in this setting: using
the pen in mid-air or on a surface, using the touchscreen, or by
moving the smartphone itself. We compared basic menus for these
methods by analyzing success rates, selection times, device move-
ment, and subjective ratings. Our results indicate that interacting
with a mid-air menu using the pen, and operating a menu with the
hand holding the smartphone, are sufficiently competitive to the
current standard of two-handed touchscreen interaction, so that
interaction designers can freely choose among them based on the
interaction context of their application.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mid-air interaction for Augmented Reality (AR) environments is a
very active field of research and Handheld AR, such as on smart-
phones, has become more widespread due to the introduction of
AR frameworks into the major operating systems1. However, it is
hard to specify a point in mid-air while only using a touchscreen
since the depth dimension is missing when touching a 2D position
on the screen. In a previous work, we developed the ARPen system
that combines a smartphone based AR application with a mid-air
pointing device which is tracked by the smartphone [30]. Since no
additional tracking equipment is needed, this system presents a
1developer.apple.com/arkit, developers.google.com/ar (accessed June 12, 2020)
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very quick & easy way to enable accurate 3D input in a mobile AR
scenario. This can, for example, be useful for Personal Fabrication
for which objects could be designed in Augmented Reality within
the real environment before printing the object using a 3D printer.
A user could take the ARPen into her car and design an inset for the
cup holder to secure smaller sized cans or she could design fitting
attachments for flower pots on her balcony. However, many aspects
of the interaction with such a system have not been evaluated yet.

One of the central interaction tasks is system (or application)
control [4, 8]. An example of these tasks are menu interactions.
Menus are an essential component in most visual interfaces and
they can take many different forms. One kind of menu is the context
menu [8] which is often used to adjust the properties of a specific
object. In the context of anAugmented Realitymodeling application,
such properties could, for example, be the color or transparency of
an object in the scene. We asked ourselves the question how context
menus can be realized for a Handheld AR system with a mid-air
pointing device. Such a system offers different interaction methods
that could be used to interact with the menu. Besides using the
touchscreen, the mid-air pointing device can be used for interaction.
Also, the device position and orientation in spacemight be beneficial
to use as it would not require to move the mid-air pointing device.
Since the physical world can improve the interaction in mid-air
systems [1, 31], a menu on a physical surface in the scene might also
improve menu interaction. The different interaction methods can
all have different advantages and disadvantages for the interaction
with menus in an AR application.

We implemented basic menus for the interaction methods and
evaluated them in a user study. We compared their performance
and collected subjective preferences of users. Based on the results
of our study, we consider advantages and disadvantages of each
interactionmethod to assist interaction designers in picking suitable
menus for different contexts.

In summary, our contributions are:
• an empirical study about menus using different interaction
methods of Handheld AR systems;

• design considerations for such menus based on their advan-
tages and disadvantages.

In the next section, we provide an overview of the related work
in the area of mid-air Handheld AR interaction as well as previous
research regarding menu interaction with a focus on VR and AR
environments. Afterwards, we explain the different menus we used
in our study and present the study design and procedure, before
discussing the results.

2 RELATEDWORK
The work presented in this paper is at the intersection between
the areas Mid-air Interaction in Handheld AR and Menus in VR &
AR. Methods to control an application, for example by specifying
actions through menus, are one of the essential interaction tasks
for immersive systems [4, 8]. New interaction methods enable new
techniques to realize menus and require further exploration.

2.1 Mid-Air Interaction in Handheld AR
Most current Handheld AR systems use input on the touchscreen
to interact with the virtual content, for example, to select and

move items (e.g., [25, 27, 29]) or to sketch and model 3D objects by
projecting touch drawings into the scene—either onto previously
defined drawing planes [34] or onto tracked surfaces in the world
[16]. However, specifying precise points inmid-air—such as to allow
freehand sketching and drawing—is problematic since the input on
the touchscreen is missing the 3rd dimension. Researchers have,
for example, added depth cameras to their setup to track input in
mid-air (e.g., [2, 3]).

Using a tracking similar to the DodecaPen [33], we previously
developed the ARPen system which combines the surface tracking
technology in recent smartphones with marker tracking to track a
custom build pen in mid-air [30]. Apart from the markers used for
tracking, this pen contains three buttons and their state is transmit-
ted to the smartphone via Bluetooth. With this pen, we evaluated
different techniques of selecting and moving objects in mid-air,
and found that raycasting approaches achieve the best results for
selection tasks. The ray could either be cast from a touch on the
screen of the phone or cast from the camera through the tip of
the pen (selecting the element behind the pen), which we called
pen-ray selection. This raycasting style of selecting objects works
well in Handheld AR due to the 2D projection of the 3D world on
the screen. However, a similar technique in stereoscopic systems
would require additional adjustments since no singular projection
plane exists. On the other hand, the 2D projection also increases
issues of perceiving the correct depth of a virtual object, which
is a well known issue in AR (see [21] for a survey). Recently, we
evaluated different techniques to visualize the distance between
the input device and objects in the scene to address this issue [32].

For most of these projects, users interact with the system using
one interaction method, and the focus of studies is mostly on selec-
tion and manipulation rather than system control tasks. So far no
study has investigated the effect of different interaction methods
on the performance of system control tasks in the form of menus.
In our study, we used a Handheld AR system with a mid-air pen
to evaluate the performance of basic menus using the different
interaction methods.

There are many use cases in which it is necessary to specify a
precise mid-air position. Throughout this paper, we use the example
of a mid-air modeling system as described in the introduction as
our usage scenario.

2.2 Menus in VR & AR
Early HCI studies suggest that pie menus are faster compared to
linear menus [5, 10]. With regard to the number of elements in
a menu, studies have found that eight items per level achieves
good results and this number is used in several menu evaluations
[18, 22, 24].

Dachselt and Hübner [8] present a good overview and a taxon-
omy for menus in virtual environments. The central elements that
they use to classify menus are Intention of use (e.g., number of items),
Appearance and Structure (e.g., structural layout), Placement (e.g.,
reference), Invocation and Availability (e.g., visibility), Interaction
and I/O setting (e.g., interaction device), Usability (e.g., evaluation
criteria), and Combinability. The menu techniques evaluated in this
work occupy similar spaces in this taxonomy but differ on aspects
defined by the different interaction methods.
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Menus in VR and AR have been the subject of research for a
long time [13, 15, 28]. One of the earliest projects is by Jacoby and
Ellis [15], who placed linear menus as floating windows in a VR
environment and interacted with them via hand-pointing gestures.
Feiner et al. [13] were one of the first to implement menus for AR
contexts. They discern the placement and attachment of menus
in the scene between surround-fixed, display-fixed, and world-fixed
windows. This differentiation has also been picked up in other
projects (e.g., [8, 19, 23]).

For Virtual Reality, Das and Borst [10] evaluated various menu
setups and interactions. They compared ray-casting to techniques
that attach a cursor to the menu and control it indirectly (PAM:
pointer-attached-to-menu). Furthermore, they compared contex-
tual menus around a specific object against menus that are fixed in
the world. Their results indicate that ray-casting control is gener-
ally faster compared to indirect setups and users prefer ray-casting
techniques. The contextual menus around a specific object were
used faster than fixed-world menus. However, the authors did not
detect differences in error rates between these menu styles [10].
Dang and Mestre [9] found out that the performance of menus also
depends on their orientation in space and that accuracy on horizon-
tal menus decreases compared to more angled menus. Lee et al. [23]
developed a system for head-mounted AR in which a smartphone
is used as a controller to interact with menus. However, they did
not perform a user study to compare the different interactions.

In our paper, we present and evaluate different menu techniques
for a Handheld AR system with a mid-air pen. Such a system
presents multiple methods that users can use to interact with the
system and each might provide different advantages and disadvan-
tages for system control tasks such as menus.

3 MENU TECHNIQUES
In this section, we describe the menu techniques we designed and
implemented for our study. We based our designs on the main
methods of interaction that are directly available to a Handheld AR
system with a mid-air pointing device since they are the necessary
hard- & software capabilities for such a system to work.

The first method is the interaction with the touchscreen of the
smartphone. The screen is needed to show virtual objects in the
scene and enable the user to interact with them. To interact with
virtual objects, a ray is cast into the scene to decide which object is
being targeted (e.g., [25, 26]). The touchscreen can also be used to
show static elements at fixed positions on the screen. The mid-air
pen is another essential part of such systems. Therefore, the next
method is the interaction with this pen. This interaction can either
be mid-air—used, for example in sketching applications to draw
lines in mid-air—or by tracing over physical surfaces in the scene.
These surfaces have to be tracked by the system to calculate the po-
sition of the phone in the scene [30]. We distinguish between these
methods that use the pen, since interacting with physical surfaces
can aid the precision of input in immersive environments [1, 31]
but it is restricted in its availability while mid-air interaction can be
in-place all the time. The third method to interact with the system
is through the movement of the viewing device itself. Adjusting
the viewport into the virtual world is an essential part of Handheld
AR and the changes of orientation and position of the device can

Table 1: Combination of object and item selection technique
for each menu technique

Menu Technique Object Selection Item Selection
Two-handed touch Two-Handed Two-Handed
Mid-air pen Pen-Ray Pen-Ray
One-handed touch Pen-Ray One-Handed
Device pointer Pen-Ray Device Motion
Surface Pen-Ray Surface Tap

be used as input parameters. Other methods of interaction, such
as back-of-device interaction or voice interaction, add additional
layers to the interaction with a Handheld AR system with a mid-air
pen since they are not required for the main functionality of the
system. Therefore, we focused on the main interaction methods
that such a system offers directly.

Interacting with a menu requires at least two steps. The first step
is to open the menu. For a context menu, this means that the user
has to select the object to open the menu for (object selection). The
second step is to select an item from the menu (item selection).

Since opening the menu is a standard object selection task, we
used the two most promising techniques from our previous study
[30] for this step. In that study, the raycasting techniques two-
handed touch selection and pen-ray selection performed with similar
success and preference. For two-handed touch selection the ray is
cast from the location of the touch on the screen and for pen-ray
selection, the ray is shot from the camera through the pen tip into
the scene. The first target hit is returned as the selection. For the
object selection step of our menu techniques, we picked a selection
technique based on the main interaction method and our use case
scenario of mid-air modeling. Only for our baseline condition of the
two-handed touch menu, we decided to use the two-handed touch
selection technique. Since an application can require successive
menu interactions before returning to mid-air input, for example
setting colors for different objects, we did not want to put the two-
handed touch menu at a disadvantage by using an object selection
technique that requires additional movement instead of a technique
that performs similarly well. The remaining menu techniques either
use the pen for interaction, making the pen-ray selection technique
the preferred choice, or have no clear choice of object selection
technique, in which case pen-ray selection allows to hold a 3D
position while interacting with the menu.

The second step of selecting an item from the menu is differ-
ent from selecting an object in that it is not necessarily tied to
the location of the target anymore. This enables the possibility to
present the menu in different locations and also to interact with it
using any of the different interaction methods, which might lead to
different results compared to our previous mid-air selection study
[30]. Table 1 shows the combinations of object selection and item
selection for each menu technique.

We decided to use radial menus for all our mid-air menus as
they have shown best results in the literature (e.g., [5, 10, 20]) and
keeping them the same reduces the impact of different presentation
techniques. In the center of the menu, we placed a ‘back’ button
that allows to close the menu.
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In the following, we describe the five menu techniques we used
in our study.

3.1 Two-Handed Touch Menu
The two handed touch menu (two-handed touch, Fig. 2 a) is mod-
eled after the most often used way of interacting with Augmented
Reality content. The phone is held in the non-dominant hand while
the dominant hand interacts on the screen. The menu is opened
by tapping on the rendering of the virtual object on the screen. A
radial menu with roughly 90% of the height of the screen then opens
around the selected target in mid-air and the user can select an
item by tapping on it. Once the finger touches the screen, the item
underneath it is highlighted. The menu always faces the camera
when the phone is moved around the object. Tapping outside of
the menu or on the inner area closes the menu without a selection.

3.2 Mid-Air Pen Menu
The mid-air pen menu (mid-air pen, Fig. 2 b) uses the same visu-
alization as the two-handed touch menu. However, opening the
menu and selecting an item is done with the pen-ray technique.
While the menu is open, only the tip of the pen is visualized in
front of the menu. This allows to use the pen tip as a cursor while
avoiding occlusion of items by the user’s hand. Hovering over an
item highlights it.

For this and the remaining menu techniques, the action after
pressing a button on the pen while the menu is open depends on
the element behind the visible cursor. If the cursor is over a menu
item, this item is selected. If the cursor is beside the menu, the menu
closes, which is a similar behavior to clicking outside of an open
menu in current operating systems.

3.3 One-Handed Touch Menu
The one-handed touchmenu (one-handed touch, Fig. 2 c) is similar to
a normal table view that is shown on the left side of the touchscreen.
After the menu is triggered by the mid-air selection, it is opened
to the left of the touchscreen so that an item can be selected with
the hand holding the phone. We chose the size of the menu based
on the results of our grasp-study in [30]. The shape of the menu
follows the rotational movement of the thumb making it easy to
touch each element. The top space of the menu is used for the ‘back’
button and pressing any button on the mid-air pen closes it as well.

3.4 Device Pointer
The device pointer (device pointer , Fig. 2 d) uses the movement of
the device to select an item in the menu. The menu is opened with
a pen-ray selection and once the menu is open, a cursor is shown
in the center of the menu. This cursor behaves as if a ray is cast
from the camera onto the menu, which means that the translation
and rotation of the smartphone is applied to the cursor. The cursor
is also clamped to the size of the menu so that no overshoots are
possible. If the user moves the device further than the edge of the
menu, she has to return to the edge before the cursor moves again.
This corresponds to an absolute mapping of the device movement
onto the cursor movement. The item underneath the cursor is
highlighted and pressing a button on the pen selects the item.While

the cursor of this technique is shown, the sphere on the tip of the
pen is removed to avoid confusion.

3.5 Surface Menu
The surface menu (surface, Fig. 2 e) takes the knowledge about the
environment into account. After a menu is triggered by a pen-ray
selection, the pie menu is shown on the table surface in front of the
user. Pie menus have also shown good results in tabletop scenarios
[20], so we decided upon this structure for the menu to keep the
differences in visualization minimal compared to the other menu
techniques. As the user moves the pen close to the menu on the
table, the object she is hovering over gets highlighted. Tapping
the surface and lifting the pen selects the tapped item. Since depth
perception is a known problem of Handheld AR [21], we display the
shadow of the pen tip on the menu to aid the user in determining
over which item they are currently hovering. The other techniques
work by using raycasting techniques, so that showing a shadow
is not necessary for them. Due to the perspective, a menu with
the same absolute size to the mid-air menu would look smaller on
the screen. Therefore, we increased the size so that the rendered
menu also takes up around 90% of the device height when looking
from the participant’s seated position. The location of the menu
stays the same throughout the session so that users can remember
the location even if the table is not visible through the viewport
when opening the menu. World-fixed menus did not perform as
well as object-fixed menus in [10] and this design likely requires
longer movement times since the menu is not automatically placed
close to the object selected or at the fingertips of the user. Also,
this is the only technique requiring a depth estimation to move to
the intended location, potentially increasing the interaction times.
However, the added haptic component of the surface might improve
the interaction so much that users accept the longer movement
times.

While there are many other ways how menus could be imple-
mented for the different interaction methods, the techniques we
have chosen represent basic methods for each. Since the basic pa-
rameters for each menu are the same, this allows to compare the
effect of each interaction method on menu performance. This also
becomes apparent when placing our menu techniques into the tax-
onomy by Dachselt and Hübner [8], as the major differences are
specific to the interaction method:

• structural layout: one-handed touch uses a list in an arc; all
others use a radial pie menu;

• reference and orientation: ‘virtual object’ and ‘user facing’ for
two-handed touch, mid-air pen, and device pointer; ‘device’
and ‘on the side of the hand holding it’ for one-handed touch;
‘world’ and ‘table surface’ for surface;

• interaction device: pen for mid-air pen and surface; pen +
touchscreen for one-handed touch; touchscreen for two-handed
touch; pen + device for device pointer

In the following section, we describe our study comparing the
different menu techniques.
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a) e)d)c)b)

Figure 2: The menu techniques used in our study. a) two-handed touch as the baseline, b) mid-air pen, c) one-handed touch, d)
device pointer, e) surface.

4 COMPARING MENU TECHNIQUES
To understand how the different interaction methods affect menu
performance, we performed a study comparing the menu tech-
niques in terms of successful selections, time for selection and
movement of the device as well as subjective feedback regarding
ease of use and comfort while using themenu.We includedmeasure-
ments on device movement since more movement could increase
muscle strain making it harder to keep the device in hand. Par-
ticularly for device pointer we also wanted to see whether users
preferred to use translation or rotation movement to select an item.

The task for the participants was to select an emoji shown on the
screen from a menu around a virtual cube. This represents the task
in which a user opens a menu with the intended option in mind
but not knowing where it will be located in the menu. Keeping
everything aside from the interaction method for the item selection
similar between each condition enables us to judge the impact of
the different interaction methods. Our results can then be used as
a starting point for an interaction designer to decide which menu
technique to use.

4.1 Study Setup
We implemented the menu techniques starting from our open-
source ARPen system [30]2. For our study, 16 cubes with an edge
length of 3 cm were placed about 40 cm in front of the seated
participant. The different cubes served as targets to open the menus
for and we varied their position to avoid confounding effects from
target placement. Since all techniques used raycasting methods
for the selection of targets, we did not vary the depth of target
objects in the scene. A marker pattern on the table ensured that the
position of the cubes stayed consistent between participants. For
each trial, one of the cubes was highlighted in green, marking it as
the target cube the menu should be opened for. Each cube was used
twice as the target cube resulting in 32 trials per menu technique.
The order of the target cubes was randomized.

We used emojis as the items in themenus since they offer a strong
visual and semantic differentiation suitable for our general task.
The target emoji was shown in the top right corner of the screen.
This emoji was randomly picked from one of eight categories: Faces,
people, activities, flags, animals, food, travel, or objects. We chose
the candidates for every emoji category so that they were easily
distinguishable from each other. Each menu contained eight items
based on the findings from related work [18, 24]. Random selections
from the other emoji categories were used to fill the remaining
places in the menu. The placement of the emojis inside the menu
2https://github.com/i10/ARPen (accessed June 12, 2020)

Figure 3: Participants had to open the menu for the green
cube and select the emoji that was shown on the top right of
the screen. The marker on the table ensured that the cube
position was consistent between participants.

was randomized but we ensured that the target emoji was placed
at every position four times for each menu technique. Selecting
an emoji closed the menu and showed the next target cube and
target emoji regardless of whether the selection was correct or not.
Opening the menu for a cube other than the current target cube
showed a selection of emojis without the target emoji.

4.2 Study Procedure
Participants sat in front of the table with the marker patterns. Each
participant was asked to hold the phone in her non-dominant hand
using her index finger and pinkie, leaving the thumb available for
interaction with the touchscreen (pinkie grasp from [30], see Fig. 1).
The participant was given time to test out the grip and the interac-
tion before we explained the menu techniques and task of the study.
Since our example usage scenario of mid-air modeling requires
frequent specifications of mid-air points, we asked participants to
keep the pen in their hand even for the two-handed touch tech-
nique which does not require the use of the pen otherwise. For each
technique, we explained how the menu could be opened, described
the visualization, and showed how an item can be selected. The
participant could then try out the menu to familiarize herself with
the interaction. Once the participant was confident in using the
menu, she could select a button beside the marker to switch to the
recording stage. The recording stage started with one additional test
trial that was not recorded. This way, all recorded trials followed
the same interaction sequence. If the participant needed a rest or

https://github.com/i10/ARPen
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stopped to comment on the interaction, we marked the current trial
as an outlier and restarted the last trial. After each cube was used
twice as the target for the menu, we asked the participant to rate
how easy she thought the use of the menu was and how comfort-
able she felt during the interaction. Also, we asked how she rated
the combination of interaction techniques to open the menu and
select an item as the interaction was not the same for every menu
technique. During the interaction with one menu technique, the
moderator noted qualitative comments about the interaction. After
having used all five menu techniques, we asked participants to rank
them from best to worst. In total, each participant selected 160 emo-
jis (32 trials×5 menu techniques). The order of menu techniques
was counterbalanced using a Latin-square.

4.3 Measurements
We recorded the success of every trial by determining if the correct
emoji was selected. Furthermore, we recorded the time for each
trial separated into the time to select the target cube and the time
from showing the menu to selecting the item. For the device move-
ment we recorded the change of movement between frames for
translation and rotation individually per axis with a frequency of
30Hz. The individual measurements per axis were summed up for
the overall movement indicator.

For the subjective ratings for ease of use (ease), comfort of the in-
teraction (comfort), and combination of selection techniques (CoST ),
we recorded 7-point Likert-Scale ratings for each technique as well
as a ranking of all five techniques.

4.4 Evaluation
From our initial 15 participants, we excluded the data of one user
as she was the only user who repeatedly selected the wrong tar-
get cube and then selected a wrong item. Also, she opened and
closed menus more often than other users. We recruited another
participant to fill the Latin-square and have measurements for 15
participants (5 female, 22–54 years, M:29 years, SD:10.3 years, all
right handed). Due to a recording error, 2 trials were not recorded.
Overall, we collected measurements for 2398 item selections. For ev-
ery participant, we summed up the number of successful selections
for each menu technique and divided it by the number of repe-
titions to calculate the percentage of correct selections (success).
We averaged the time to open the menu (timeToMenu), the time
to select an item (timeToItem) as well as the translation and rota-
tion movement (translation, rotation). We present our results based
on the Fair Statistical Communication Guidelines by Dragicevic
[11] and the Transparent Statistics Working Group [17]. Following
these guidelines, we do not calculate p-values or make dichotomous
decisions on significance or non-significance, but rather commu-
nicate the uncertainty in the evaluation by using the principles
of estimation [7]. We present the effects found in our evaluation
with 95% confidence intervals. For each measurement of a menu
technique, we subtracted the corresponding value of the baseline
value (two-handed touch). This way, these results show the differ-
ences between the menu techniques and the baseline condition. We
bootstrapped these differences with 1000 repetitions and calculated
the 95% confidence intervals using the BCa method [6, 12]. For the
following graphs, this means that values to the right of zero indicate
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Figure 4: Differences in the success rates between the menu
techniques and the baseline (M: 99.79 %; CI [99.17 %, 100 %]).
Only surface appears to be less precise.Whiskers denote the
95% CI (confidence interval).
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Figure 5: Difference in timeToMenu (top) and timeToItem
(bottom). Mid-air pen, one-handed touch, and device pointer
take 1–2s longer than the baseline to open themenu. For the
item selection, one-handed touch is close to the performance
of the baseline followed by mid-air pen and device pointer.
Whiskers denote the 95% CI.

that the baseline technique had less of the measured variable, while
values to the left indicate higher values for the baseline compared
with the other technique. Since the interpretation of differences
in Likert-scale data is not defined, we report the means and boot-
strapped confidence intervals for the subjective ratings without
computing the difference to the baseline.

We provide both our software and data alongside results from a
more common analysis as supplementary materials3.

4.5 Results
In the following, we present the results of the study, first focusing
on the measured data before reporting the subjective ratings of the
participants and the qualitative remarks during the study.

4.5.1 Success, Time, and Device Movement. All techniques reached
a high success rate (two-handed touch M: 99.79 %; CI [99.17 %, 100
%]) and there seem to be no differences between them with an
indication that surface could be less successful (Fig. 4).

For timeToMenu, the baseline condition (two-handed touch, M:
1.38 s, CI [1.3, 1.5]) showed faster results compared to the other
techniques (Fig. 5, top). Using the other techniques, participants
had to use the pen-ray selection to open the menu. The difference
of around 1 s to mid-air pen is similar to the difference found in our
previous study [30].

Figure 5 (bottom) shows that even after the menu is opened,
surface has the slowest selection time compared to the baseline
(two-handed touch, M: 1.37 s, CI [1.2, 1.6]). One-handed touch seems

3https://hci.rwth-aachen.de/armenus (accessed June 12, 2020)
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Figure 6: Difference in translation (in cm) and rotation (in
degrees) compared to the baseline. Surface shows the most
additional movement while mid-air pen and one-handed
touch seem to be close to the baseline. Whiskers denote the
95% CI.
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Figure 7: Subjective ratings for ease (top), comfort (mid-
dle), and combination of selection techniques (CoST , bot-
tom). Two-handed touch has the highest ratings while sur-
face seems to be less easy and comfortable to use. Whiskers
denote the 95% CI.

to be close to the performance of the baseline with mid-air pen and
device pointer following.

Regarding the movement of the device after opening the menu,
translation (Fig. 6, top) and rotation (Fig. 6, bottom) show that, as
expected, surface shows the most movement of the techniques.
Device pointer measurements show that, compared to the baseline,
participants used both more rotation and translation movement.
This indicates that not one type of movement was singularly used.
Both mid-air pen and one-handed touch seem to be similar in the
required movement of the device compared with the baseline with
a trend to more translation. On average, participants translated the
device by 12.6 cm (CI [10.6, 14.6]) and rotated the device by 19.9
degrees (CI [17.8, 22.6]) in the baseline condition.

4.5.2 Ease, Comfort, Combination of Selection Techniques, and
Ranking. Looking at the subjective ratings for ease of use of the
techniques (Fig. 7, top), we see that the two-handed touch baseline
was rated as the easiest technique to use. The other techniques
show ratings similar to each other but the tendency goes towards
the order mid-air pen, one-handed touch, device pointer , and sur-
face. Ratings regarding the comfort are even closer together than
the ratings for ease of use (Fig. 7, middle). Especially mid-air pen,

Table 1

Participant Age Gender Experience Apps Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 two - Q1 two - Q2 two - Q3 pen - Q1 pen - Q2 pen - Q3 one - Q1 one - Q2 one - Q3 device - Q1 device - Q2 device - Q3 surface - Q1 surface - Q2

1 26 f 5 Pokemon Go two one surface device pen 6 6 5 5 4 3 6 3 6 5 5 5 6 6

2 23 m 3 ARPen device pen surface one two 5 4 6 4 3 6 4 5 6 4 5 6 5 5

3 26 m 2 Snapchat two one pen surface device 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 4 5 6 6 1 6 5

4 36 m 4 ARPen one pen two surface device 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 5 3 2 1 5 5

5 26 m 6 Pokemon Go, AR 
Creator App, 
Wizards Unite, 
Memoji Messages

one device two pen surface 5 2 6 4 2 6 5 4 3 5 4 6 3 1

6 24 f 2 Wizards Unite, 
Pokemon Go, IKEA

two one pen device surface 6 6 6 5 3 6 5 5 6 4 3 5 3 3

7 22 f 2 Pokemon Go device one pen surface two 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 6 6 4 6 5 4

8 25 m 4 Pokemon Go two pen device one surface 6 6 6 3 3 6 4 4 4 6 6 1 4 2

10 25 m 2 Apple 
Measurements

two pen device one surface 6 4 6 5 5 6 1 0 3 2 2 0 0 2

11 54 m 0 one two pen device surface 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 4 6 5 6 1 2

12 24 f 0 two pen one device surface 6 6 6 6 4 6 5 6 4 2 2 1 1 3

13 52 f 0 two pen one surface device 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 1 1 5 4 4

14 23 m 4 Pokemon Go two device pen one surface 6 5 5 4 5 6 4 2 4 5 5 5 2 3

15 23 m 2 Snapchat two device one pen surface 6 5 6 5 3 6 6 4 5 5 6 1 3 4

16 26 m 3 User Studies, Demo 
AR Apps

two one pen surface device 6 5 3 5 4 5 5 5 3 3 4 2 4 1

29 2.6

10.2747957922009 1.80475562255471

Participant

Comment Two-Handed Touch

Comment Participant

hitting boxes is 
hard

1, 2, 3, 6, 8

more comfortable 
posture

1, 9

fast 1, 3, 14

tipping -> 
smartphone push -
> less accuracy

2

homing would be 
annoying

2, 4

no stable pen grip 2

easy 4, 8, 11

menu is not 
completely visible

5, 14

arm fatigue 5

liked that the pen is 
not used

6

that what i’m used 
to

12, 15

Ranks

1 2 3 4 5

pen 0 6 6 2 1

one 3 5 3 4 0

device 2 3 2 4 4

surface 0 0 2 5 8

two 10 1 2 0 2Comment Mid-Air

Comment Participant

Click and Drag 
would be better

1

Fatigue because of 
the menu

3, 6, 14

faster [than surface 
menu]

4, 15

menu too big 6

more comfortable 
than surface menu

10

easy 11, 13

high items were 
more exhaustive

15

Comment One-Handed Touch

Comment Participant

fast 1

liked that menu is 
directly under the 
thumb

1
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the smartphone-
holding hand

1, 9

higher searching 
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2
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2
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5
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6
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6
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6
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16

Comment Device Pointer
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1
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16
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3
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much (menu moved 
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6

strategy: moved 
pen with device

8, 14
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was using z-
Rotation for fine 
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10
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(first impression)

12

Observation: 
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difficulties to select 
item

13

Device was 
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16

Comment Surface Menu

Comment Participant

moving to menu is 
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1
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3
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6
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9
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11

Strategy: moved 
hand to surface, 
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16
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1
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Figure 8: Subjective ranking of the techniques. Two-handed
touch seems to be most preferred while surface is often
placed in the last position. One-handed touch and mid-air
pen are placed high and device pointer is placed at all posi-
tions in the ranking.

one-handed touch, and device pointer move closer together and also
two-handed touch was rated more similar to them while still being
rated more comfortable. The results of asking participants to rate
the combination of selection techniques (CoST ) to open the menu
and select the item shows that the techniques that use the same
method for both (two-handed touch, mid-air pen) achieve the high-
est ratings (Fig. 7, bottom) followed by one-handed touch. Device
pointer and surface received lower ratings.

The ranking of techniques shows that participants seem to prefer
the baseline condition (two-handed touch) while placing surface
often in the last place (Fig. 8). Both one-handed touch and mid-air
pen are placed more towards the top of the ranking while device
pointer was placed at every place of the ranking.

4.5.3 Qualitative Remarks. While surface seemed to be less liked
by participants, several mentioned that they liked the physical
guidance of the surface but only two rested their hand on the
surface while approaching the target item. However, participants
commented that they did not like the switch in context between
mid-air target and menu on the surface. For device pointer , seven
participants explained confusion about which device/cursor to use
for which step even though only one cursor was visible at any
time. On the other hand, other participants assumed that the per-
formance of this technique could improve a lot when using it for
a longer time, with three participants explicitly stating that the
learning process was very fast. The biggest commented issue for
one-handed touch was that participants had trouble holding the
phone in the grip and simultaneously using the thumb to interact.
Others, however, mentioned that they liked that the menu is di-
rectly under the thumb and that the shape would help to select the
menu items. For one-handed touch, two-handed touch, and mid-air
pen, participants said that they found the techniques easy to use
and especially two-handed touch would be what they are used to.
However, two participants mentioned for two-handed touch that it
would be annoying to switch between mid-air interaction with the
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pen and touchscreen interaction frequently. Similar to our previous
studies [30, 32], participants noted that they felt fatigue in their
arms since they had to hold both smartphone and pen in mid-air
for most parts of the interaction. This shows that this interaction is
not suitable for prolonged use but more for short periods of time.

5 DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that the baseline condition of two-handed touch
is the fastest and most preferred technique to use to interact with
menus in 3D environments on a handheld device. This is interesting
in comparison to our previous selection study [30] in which the
pen-ray interaction was more similar to the two-handed interaction.
On the other hand, the one-handed interaction was not rated high
in the selection study but achieved good results and ratings in our
study. This means that fixing the menu to the side of the screen
improves this technique. Mid-air pen and one-handed touch are not
far behind two-handed touch as they showed not only similar suc-
cess rates but did not differ much in terms of the device movement
and also achieved sufficiently close selection times. Only for the
time to open a menu, two-handed touch seems to be about 1 s faster
which is in line with the findings from [30]. In a use case where
a lot of the interaction is happening mid-air, such as sketching or
manipulating objects, frequent switches between mid-air and touch-
screen interaction will limit this time benefit of two-handed touch.
In such cases, staying within the context in mid-air could prove
to be advantageous. One-handed touch and mid-air pen performed
largely comparable. The differences in the time to open the menu
between the techniques that use the pen-ray selection to trigger
the menu can be explained by the different behavior after an item
has been selected and the new target cube is highlighted: For both
one-handed touch and device pointer , the focus of the user is not
on the mid-air pen, requiring the user to find the pen tip again.
For surface, participants had to lift the phone from the surface to
see the mid-air cubes again. While users preferred using the same
method for opening the menu and selecting an item in mid-air pen,
one-handed touch seems to be a bit faster for selecting the menu
item and it can be used independently of the pen position in mid-air.
This could be advantageous for more complex menu input so that
users can rest their hands and are not required to keep them lifted
during the whole interaction. This point could also be a benefit for
surface which did not perform as well as other techniques in our
metrics. We expected that this technique requires more movement
and time for the interaction due to the world fixed style of the
menu and also since it is the only menu technique that requires
a depth estimation by the user to move to the intended location.
On the other hand, the physical surface provides haptic feedback
during the interaction and we wanted to see whether this could
compete with the movement and time increases. While participants
mentioned that they liked the physical guidance of the surface,
they gave this condition lower ratings and a lower ranking. This
menu type might be helpful to use in scenarios where opening and
closing the menu does not happen frequently and when the menu
interaction is followed by an interaction for which the physical
surface provides an advantage. An example could be the situation
where a hand drawing should be projected on a plane or object in
the scene. Selecting the object mid-air could then lead to the menu

specifying the drawing properties using the surface menu before
using the physical surface to draw. Device pointer achieved mixed
results indicated also in the spread across all placements in the
ranking. While success rate and interaction times are comparable
or close behind the other techniques, using this techniques requires
more movement of the device and participants mentioned that it
is more difficult to understand this technique. On the other hand
participants also mentioned that the interaction would be fast to
learn. Since it does not require to move the pen or the focus of
the user, it could be an interesting technique for routine and quick
selections that can then be selected blindly by ‘flicking’ the device.
An example could be to choose that the selected object should be
moved. After selecting this option with device pointer , the object
snaps to the pen tip so that it can be placed.

For menus, there is no “one size fits all”, and designers will have
to weigh the different options for their specific scenario. Our results
allow for them to have a starting point, e.g., to decide whether a ∼1s
increase in item selection time is acceptable if the device pointer
otherwise fits their interaction scenario. The measurements do not
directly disqualify anymenu technique and for each there could be a
scenario where it is the most sensible choice. Following, we present
general suggestions as well as potential use cases, based also on
the qualitative feedback from our participants, in which choosing a
menu technique other than the “fastest” or “most accurate” could
make sense:

• If the interaction happens on the touchscreen and only oc-
casionally mid-air, use the standard two-handed touch.

• If most of the interaction happens mid-air, consider using
one-handed touch and mid-air pen. The preference for either
depends on the use case.

• For quick and routine actions, consider device pointer . Users
will be able to keep the mid-air pen and their focus at their
current position.

• If the interaction after using the menu benefits from a phys-
ical surface, using surface provides the benefits from the
haptic surface, which could outweigh its drawbacks such as
longer interaction times.

Our study provides first insights into the effect of different inter-
action methods on menu performance in Handheld AR systems. To
encourage further research and replication, we provide both our
software and data with this submission4.

6 SUMMARY & FUTUREWORK
We present the results of a study comparing menu techniques for
Handheld AR applications using a mid-air pointing device. The
menu techniques were sampled to account for the different interac-
tion methods such a system offers: mid-air, touchscreen, physical
environment, and movement of the device itself. We found that
the standard technique of two-handed touch seems to achieve the
best results overall. However, if most of the interaction happens
in mid-air, switching to the touchscreen can become annoying.
In such cases, a menu in mid-air (mid-air pen) or a menu on the
side of the touchscreen to be operated by the hand holding the
smartphone (one-handed touch) seems to be the preferable options.
Our results provide interaction designers with an estimation of the
4https://hci.rwth-aachen.de/armenus (accessed June 12, 2020)
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differences between the menu techniques so that they can pick the
most suitable for their application.

We have used a simple scenario for our study to evaluate the
general impact of the different interaction methods on menu per-
formance and reduce the impact of extraneous factors as much
as possible. Future studies could increase the external validity by
studying the menu techniques in scenarios closer to the real world.
This could mean different surroundings, such as cars and kitchens,
as well as different tasks, such as menu interactions embedded in
a modeling or drawing task. While we focused on menus that use
the main interaction capabilities of a Handheld AR system with a
mid-air pen, there are numerous ways how such a system could be
extended. These extensions, for example back-of-device or voice
interaction, could also be used for menu interactions and we en-
courage further exploration in this direction. Other studies in this
area could adjust different aspects specified by the taxonomy from
Dachselt and Hübner [8], and study their impact. An interesting
direction, for example, is to adjust the hierarchical nature to require
multiple menu levels and the navigation between them—a possible
visualization for additional menu levels is discussed by Gebhardt et
al. [14]. Other promising research questions include matching dif-
ferent menu techniques to specific tasks such as browsing through
3D objects, and then combining these different menus in a coherent
and usable way.
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